Abstract-Threshold estimation with sequential procedures is justifiable on the surmise that the index used in the so-called dynamic stopping rule has diagnostic value for identifying when an accurate estimate has been obtained. The performance of five types of Bayesian sequential procedure was compared here to that of an analogous fixed-length procedure. Indices for use in sequential procedures were: (1) the width of the Bayesian probability interval, (2) the posterior standard deviation, (3) the absolute change, (4) the average change, and (5) the number of sign fluctuations. A simulation study was carried out to evaluate which index renders estimates with less bias and smaller standard error at lower cost (i.e. lower average number of trials to completion), in both yes-no and two-alternative forced-choice (2AFC) tasks. We also considered the effect of the form and parameters of the psychometric function and its similarity with the model function assumed in the procedure. Our results show that sequential procedures do not outperform fixed-length procedures in yes-no tasks. However, in 2AFC tasks, sequential procedures not based on sign fluctuations all yield minimally better estimates than fixed-length procedures, although most of the improvement occurs with short runs that render undependable estimates and the differences vanish when the procedures run for a number of trials (around 70) that ensures dependability. Thus, none of the indices considered here (some of which are widespread) has the diagnostic value that would justify its use. In addition, difficulties of implementation make sequential procedures unfit as alternatives to fixed-length procedures.
INTRODUCTION
Among all the available procedures to estimate a sensory threshold θ , adaptive methods are the most widespread as they provide accurate estimates at low cost when conveniently set up (see recent reviews by Leek, 2001; Treutwein, 1995) . These methods have two basic features: a placement criterion (the stimulus level for the current trial depends on a subset of the subject's previous responses) and a stopping rule (the procedure stops either after a fixed number of trials or when determined by some other index).
Bayesian adaptive methods (Alcalá-Quintana and García-Pérez, 2004; Watson and Pelli, 1983; King-Smith et al., 1994) are parametric procedures that require the use of a prior probability density function f 0 for the location of θ and they also require a model function M that embodies assumptions about the underlying psychometric function that governs the subject's responses. A stimulus level for trial i is selected with an appropriate placement criterion (e.g. the prior mean) and a posterior distribution (f i ) is computed using the subject's response on trial i. The posterior distribution after trial i becomes the prior for trial i + 1 and this process iterates until the procedure stops. Then, some posterior index of central tendency is usually taken as a point estimateθ. Regarding when to stop: in most practical cases the procedure terminates after a fixed number of trials. For yes-no detection tasks, this number is usually between 16 and 30 (Billock et al., 1994; Snowden, 1992; Wolfson and Graham, 2000) , although 10 (King-Smith, 1984 ), 8 (Alvarez et al., 1997 Grigsby et al., 1991) , or even 4 trials (Vingrys and Pianta, 1999) have been claimed to suffice. In the less efficient two-alternative forced-choice (2AFC) task, 30-50 trials are usually given (Anderson and Johnson, 2002; Anderson and Vingrys, 2000; Boynton and Foley, 1999; Burr and Santoro, 2001; Fredericksen and Hess, 1998; Lankheet et al., 2002; Majaj et al., 2002; de Vries et al., 2002; Yang and Makous, 1995; Yang et al., 1995; Yoon and Williams, 2002) .
Ever since Bayesian adaptive methods were first introduced in psychophysics (Watson and Pelli, 1983) (see Note 1), and despite the prevalence of their fixedlength version, they have explicitly included the option of implementing a so-called dynamic stopping rule. In this context, the term 'dynamic' is meant to refer to the kind of stopping rules used in what statisticians call sequential procedures (Anscombe, 1953; Marks, 1962) , where sample size is not fixed in advance but depends on the value of some index computed from the observations already collected. Strictly speaking, a stopping rule can never be dynamic because the rule states a fixed requirement for termination. Depending on the nature of such requirement, the rule will stop the procedure either when a fixed number of trials has been completed (i.e. the trial number becomes the index on which the rule is based), or when some other index attains a fixed criterion value. We will avoid the misnomer 'dynamic stopping rule' and we will refer to Bayesian methods running for a fixed number of trials as 'fixed-length procedures', and to Bayesian methods running until some other index attains a fixed criterion value (which renders an unpredictable number of trials) as 'sequential procedures' (see Note 2).
At least on theoretical grounds, sequential procedures may improve performance in two ways: (1) by reducing the cost and (2) by increasing the quality of the estimates. Sequential procedures based on several indices have been proposed, most of them related to characteristics of the posterior distribution. For instance, Watson and Pelli (1983) suggested ending as soon as the asymptotic confidence interval for θ reaches a predefined width, and a number of authors seem to have followed their
